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Hi everyone! 
 
We wish everyone success with the upcoming exams. 

In this newsletter you will find information about the Excursion to WMC and ECN and also the upcoming activity SET 
Barbecue and SET Borrel. 

Just a useful reminder to you, do you fill in the questionnaires about the courses and don’t know the outcomes? You can see 
the results of the course evaluations from here. For instance, you can see the results of 0C903 course evaluation. 

Do you also have some news or fun fact you want to share with all your fellow students, send it and we’ll try to place it in 
our next newsletter. Enjoy reading and expect another next month! 
 
The AC-SET (Activity Committee of SET). 
 

 

  
EXCURSION TO WMC and ECN 

On 17th of May 2011, AC-SET organized the second excursion of this year to WMC 
(Wind Turbine Materials and Constructions) and ECN- Wind Turbine Testpark. 
With the participation of 27 SET students, we had an informative and exciting day 
visiting these important wind turbine facilities. 
 
Due to limitations of the companies, only a limited number of participants could 
join this excursion. We hope more SET students can join us in future excursions. 
For those who missed it you can check the video of the day here. 
 

 
 

 

  
UPCOMING ACTIVITY 

SET-BBQ 
 
There will be a SET barbecue on June 14th, 
mark that day on your calendar! It’s a 
perfect opportunity to enjoy the weather 
together with other SET students, with 
some delicious food and drinks. You will 
also have fun time playing games. 
  
We hope everyone will enjoy the time on 
the BBQ. An email with details of the BBQ 
will be sent in the following days. 

       

 SET student of the Month 
 
Karen GARRIDO 
Mexican/ 24 
SET 1st Year  
 
Favorite food: macaroni with cheese 
Favorite Dutch food: bitten ballen - nee! 
Mmm, oliebollen  
Ecological footprint (footsize):  37 (small, 
I know!) 
Favorite place in campus: the green area 
in front of the SC 
Most sustainable behavior: not using the dryer when sun is out 
Stupidest behavior ever: playing while riding a bike... sometimes you 
can fall 
Non-sustainable subject for you: Electrical Power Engineering 
Favorite Subject in SET Master Track: Plasma processing 
Life in three words:  fun- rock- love 
  

   

 
 
The next SET-borrel will be on Thursday 9

th
 of June 

starting at 16:00, at TEMA Field (in front of 
Sportscenter). We would like to invite all of you to 
enjoy the last borrel of this educational year.  
 
There will also be a volleyball tournament 
followed by a barbecue organized by Intermate. If 
you want to join, you can find the details about 
the tournament and BBQ (only in Dutch). You can 
form your own team and can subscribe for that by 
sending an e-mail to bestuur@intermate.nl.  
 

       

  
WEBSITE 

  
We hope everyone found the old exams on our website 
(http://acset.isgreat.org/). Also other information about the 
AC-SET and upcoming events can be found there. 
Furthermore, the exams database has been extended. If you 
have exams that are not on our website, we kindly ask you to 
send the exams to the AC-SET, so we can add it on the 
website.  
 
The AC-SET website will not work within the campus of TU/e, 
sorry for the inconvenience. We are working on a solution for 
this problem. If you are experienced in website design, please 
contact us. 
 
The AC-SET email is acset@tue.nl. 
  

 
 

 
Did you know that... 

 

 Jeroen was the most sustainable driver on the 
Excursion? 

 Bart was the least sustainable driver of the Excursion 
and that he consumed more than 50% more diesel 
compared with Jeroen? 

 Solange was the most sustainable person on the 
Excursion, she turned off unnecessary lights in coffee 
room of ECN? 

 Ram broke a glass lid and tungsten light during the 
solar practicum? 

 Instructor got mad at Cameron because he made a 
balloon from gloves. 

 

 

https://pollweb.tue.nl/SET/admin/resultaten.php
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHrGwrT6zYQ
http://www.intermate.nl/activiteit/2011/volleybaltoernooi
http://www.intermate.nl/activiteit/2011/bbq-bij-volleybal-toernooi
mailto:bestuur@intermate.nl
https://studyweb2.tue.nl/owa/redir.aspx?C=d6c9f6d2baa44d63b44eaf5d40a2c62a&URL=https%3a%2f%2fstudyweb2.tue.nl%2fowa%2fredir.aspx%3fC%3d7b9464f0e94e4f749ee8b416873d0f5e%26URL%3dhttp%253a%252f%252facset.isgreat.org%252f
https://studyweb2.tue.nl/owa/redir.aspx?C=d6c9f6d2baa44d63b44eaf5d40a2c62a&URL=mailto%3aacset%40tue.nl

